
„Working with me“

Summary of the task
In this task you are required to describe a work situation visually as a photo 
story. The idea is to raise awareness of potential problems at work - illustra-
ting concrete issues deaf people can face. You will combine still images and 
text into an interesting video. Advanced groups can also include short video 
sequences in their story telling.

Reference

vidus ign creat ive  problem-solv ing 05:  photo story

Genre Photo story
Learning goals Learn how to tell your personal visual story
Level of 
production

Intermediate

Time needed 2 hours minimum 
Equipment 
needed

Stills camera, video editing software
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Steps to take
1. Collect an idea: what situation related to work would you like   
 to  visualize? This could include

 • transition from school to work
 • looking for a job / applications / job interview
 • special needs and specific problems at work / in training
 • success stories
 • unemployment and job agencies / bureaucracy

2.  Prepare your story: you can use a storyboard to plan your video

3. Record your story: take about 10 still images (or short video   
 sequences) which clearly express your ideas. Check your recor- 
 dings in the camera afterwards.

4. Finalise your story: Import all your images into your video   
 editing software (such as Movie Maker). Arrange your images   
 / sequences in the right order. Add text, graphics, titles and   
 export your video. Your final video should be between 1 and 2  
 minutes long.

5. Share your film!

Examples
 Example: „Pilot Video Theme 05“
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